
Surviving Abuse, Neglect & Exploitation Committee 
September 9, 2020 11:30 AM Chat 

Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
11:32 AM 
Sandra: 
You 
11:37 AM 
thank you Dorinda! 
Linda Dennis 
11:39 AM 
Will we have the introductory letter that accompanies the survey to share with our contacts? 
You 
11:39 AM 
Yes 
Denise McKoy -MDH- 
11:45 AM 
would on etopic take 1 hour? 
Linda Dennis 
11:45 AM 
We have some great immigrant affairs staff here in AA Co 
Denise McKoy -MDH- 
11:45 AM 
should we cover several topics and reach as many as possible? 
You 
11:47 AM 
I'm not sure we would be able to give comprehensive info + Q&A if we did multiple topics. 
Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
11:53 AM 
Regarding reporting I think it would be great to even share preliminary findings from surveys. 
Denise McKoy -MDH- 
11:57 AM 
The MoCo States attorney has a dedicated unit that prosecutes vulnerable adult abuse neglect 
and exploitation and do presentations 
Denise McKoy -MDH- 
12:00 PM 
OAG Medicaid Fraud unit also prosecutes those cases and do community outreach 
Reena Shah 
12:01 PM 
Shelly, have folks on this committee seen the PPT for Housing? 
Reena Shah 
12:06 PM 
Shelly, any Spanish speakers and can we have a Spanish version? 
Bernard Keels 



12:09 PM 
I will definitely be available for the town hall meeting. I have to leave now for another meeting at 
the University. let me know 
Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
12:10 PM 
I will reach out to Jeff no later than tomorrow. 
You 
12:20 PM 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fI85efM4m0iICOnKMW07hk8e-Rmw5gCu9juDaY-ILL
o/edit#gid=497666688 
Reena Shah 
12:21 PM 
I have a template PPT for the Task Force that I will send along 
Shelly, can I give some feedback on the recommendations? 
Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
12:23 PM 
Once the survey iinks go live will we determine the length of time for participation 
You 
12:23 PM 
laura.opont@msba.com 
Kate Figiel-Miller -DJS- 
12:24 PM 
recipient survey estimates 14 minutes 
provider survey estimates 28 minutes 
but for both, it's expected that most people (maybe not all!) will be skipped through about half 
the survey 
Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
12:27 PM 
Sorry I meant how long will we be soliciting responses? Good info though, Thanks 
Kate Figiel-Miller -DJS- 
12:30 PM 
That's a good question. I'm not aware that it has been determined. Two weeks is pretty 
standard, but given a decentralized dissemination (and providers distributing to recipients), my 
gut is to consider going a bit longer. 
Barbara Palmer 
12:31 PM 
Hi everyone, I have another zoom at 12:30 so I have to jump off. Thanks 
You 
12:31 PM 
I think Shelly said 30 days 
Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 
12:32 PM 
Thanks Kate & Laura. I think 30 days is good with the current environment 
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Reena Shah 
12:32 PM 
You may want to meet after an initial review from AG 
 


